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Charlotte Wilbur&



Did you watch the film?
Fantastic! You’re ready to take part in our

quiz all about the plot or storyline of the film!
Fill in your answers below. You can write or type, draw

or ask someone to fill in your answers.

1 .What does Fern call the piglet?

2. Which animal catches flies for breakfast?

3. In the middle of the night Charlotte has an
idea and does what on her web?

4. What word does Charlotte write during the
fireworks?

5. What colour paint do the crows get covered
in?



6. Which 2 animals travel with Wilbur to the
fair?

7. What is Wilbur given at the fair?

  
8. Who do they have to say good bye to at the
fair?

9. What cold thing does Wilbur finally get to
see and taste?

10. What are the names of the three baby
spiders who stay in the barn?

              





A slow bit.

what is

happening

in the film ?

Different
instruments, speeds

and volume are 

different emotions

....a fast bit.
How does it
make you 

feel?

A sad
moment.

What
instruments 

can you
hear?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=jBRygeK_v8c&list=PLALs5PqlZzYnOr5XPvZnouGkqmT2

MgLs6

A lullaby -

How does it

make you

feel?

Charlotte's Web 
Music in 

Listen to the

soundtrack 

You can listen here:

used to show

Find...

An exciting
part. What

instruments
can you

hear?



Templeton



Helping My

Friends

Write about or draw and
label your experiences of

being a helper here

When have you worked 
hard to help a friend?

Charlotte works
hard to keep
her promise 
to Wilbur 




